
The Garden of Alla
Press History

The Garden of Alla is premiering at the Toronto Fringe this year, so there is no press for the
show as it stands. What follows are quotes, awards and links to press for the company
members.

Steven Elliott Jackson (Playwright)

For The State Of Tennessee
“ . . . soulful and insightful reflections on writing and life in general . .  If a play is revealing the
audience to themselves, what I took away is to never stop experiencing and creating in the time
and energy allotted to us.”

- Mooney On Theatre

For The Seat Next To The King
“The script is taut, tense and full of nuance about race, sexuality, power and dignity . . .”

- NOW Magazine

“. . . Jackson’s play is just what Toronto needs right now. The show holds up a mirror to the
western world and makes us realize that while we’ve come far with regards to issues of race
and sexuality, we’ve still got so far to go.”

- Mooney On Theatre

“Steven Elliott Jackson has written a thoughtful, unsettling play about gay politics and how some
embrace their sexuality and others can’t because of society’s perceptions, fears at how it will
affect their job, family and other relationships . . . doesn’t give a neat, happy ending . . . an
ending that is true and gut wrenching.”

- The Slotkin Letter

Rebecca Perry (Alla Nazimova)

For Confessions of a Redheaded Coffeeshop Girl

“Perry’s performance is nothing short of stunning… connecting with the audience and never
losing us for a second.”

- Fringe Guru UK

“Impeccable comic timing and faultless delivery. Perry is an animated and engaging performer.”
- The Nouse UK



For From Judy to Bette: The Stars of Old Hollywood

“An unadulterated five-star show … A bonafide star giving a powerhouse performance.”
- MusicalTalk

“An absolutely perfect homage to days gone by, repeatedly hitting just the right tone to evoke
the Golden Era of Hollywood.”

- The Mumble

For Adventures of a Redheaded Coffeeshop Girl

“Bursting with talent and charm”
- The Scotsman

"She had the audience's attention from start to finish"
- Arts Award Voice

"One of the most likeable performers I have ever seen on stage."
- Gay Theatre Toronto

Shawn Lall (Charles Bryant)

For Disgraced

"Though all the actors eventually shatter their characters’ facades, it is Lall who is left most
vulnerable, emotionally naked and shattered. It’s such an honest, unflinching performance that
it’s difficult not to feel twinges of sympathy for him despite his actions and vitriolic comments.”

- Calgary Herald

For Titus Andronicus

"Shawn Lall (as Aaron the Moor, Tamora’s lover)... was fantastic in his supporting role...
essential to the emotional unraveling and eventual descent into chaos experienced by all; his
madness and determination is so clear and amazingly acted, that the audience can’t help but
connect with his character!"

- Torontonicity


